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Abstract

Feature selection is a process that chooses a subset
of features from the original features so that the fea�
ture space is optimally reduced according to a certain
criterion� Feature extraction�construction is a process
through which a set of new features is created� They
are used either in isolation or in combination� All
attempt to improve performance such as estimated ac�
curacy� visualization and comprehensibility of learned
knowledge� Basic approaches to these three are re�
viewed giving pointers to references for further stud�
ies�

� Introduction

Researchers and practitioners realize that an im�
portant part of data mining is pre�processing in which
data is processed before it is presented to any learn�
ing� discovering� or visualizing algorithm ���� ���� Fea�
ture extraction� selection and construction is one ef�
fective approach to data reduction among others such
as instance selection ����� data selection ��	�� The
goal of feature extraction� selection and construction
is three fold
 �� reducing the amount of data� �� focus�
ing on the relevant data� and �� improving the quality
of data and hence the performance of data mining al�
gorithms� such as learning time� predictive accuracy�
There could be two main approaches� One is to rely
on data mining algorithms and the other is to conduct
preprocessing before data mining� It seems natural
to let data mining algorithms deal with data directly
as the ultimate goal of data mining is to nd hidden
patterns from data� Indeed� many data mining meth�
ods attempt to select� extract� or construct features�
however� both theoretical analyses and experimental
studies indicate that many algorithms scale poorly in

domains with large numbers of irrelevant and�or re�
dundant features �����

The other approach is to preprocess the data so that
it is made suitable for data mining� Feature selection�
extraction and construction are normally tasks of pre�
processing� and are independent of data mining� First�
it can be done once and used for all subsequent data
mining tasks� Second� it usually employs a less ex�
pensive evaluation measure than using a data mining
algorithm� Hence� it can handle larger sized data than
data mining can� Third� it often works o��line� There�
fore� if necessary� many di�erent algorithms can be
tried� However� in addition to their being mainly pre�
processing tasks� there are other commonalities among
them
 �� they try to achieve the same goal for data
reduction� �� they require some criteria to make sure
that the resulted data allows data mining algorithm to
accomplish nothing less� if not more� and �� their e�ec�
tiveness has to be measured in multiple aspects such
as reduced amounts of data� relevance of the reduced
data� mostly� if possible� their direct impact on data
mining algorithms� Feature selection �FS�� extraction
�FE� and construction �FC� can be used in combina�
tion� In many cases� feature construction expands the
number of features with newly constructed ones that
are more expressive but they may include useless fea�
tures� Feature selection can help automatically reduce
those excessive features�

� Feature Selection

��� Concept

Feature selection is a process that chooses a sub�
set of M features from the original set of N features
�M � N �� so that the feature space is optimally re�
duced according to a certain criterion ��� 	�� According



to ����� the role of feature selection in machine learn�
ing is �� to reduce the dimensionality of feature space�
�� to speed up a learning algorithm� �� to improve the
predictive accuracy of a classication algorithm� and
�� to improve the comprehensibility of the learning
results� Recent study about feature selection in unsu�
pervised learning context shows that feature selection
can also help to improve the performance of clustering
algorithmswith reduced feature space ���� ��� �� �� ����
In general� feature selection is a search problem ac�
cording to some evaluation criterion�

Feature subset generation One intuitive way is to
generate subsets of features sequentially� If we start
with an empty subset and gradually add one feature
at a time� we adopt a scheme called sequential forward
selection� if we start with a full set and remove one
feature at a time� we have a scheme called sequential
backward selection� We can also randomly generate a
subset so that each possible subset �in total� �N � where
N is the number of features� has an approximately
equal chance to be generated� One extreme way is to
exhaustively enumerate �N possible subsets�

Feature evaluation An optimal subset is always
relative to a certain evaluation criterion �i�e� an opti�
mal subset chosen using one evaluation criterion may
not be the same as that using another evaluation cri�
terion�� Evaluation criteria can be broadly catego�
rized into two groups based on their dependence on
the learning algorithm applied on the selected feature
subset� Typically� an independent criterion �i�e� lter�
tries to evaluate the goodness of a feature or feature
subset without the involvement of a learning algorithm
in this process� Some of the independent criteria are
distance measure� information measure� dependency
measure� consistency measure �LM��b�� A dependent
criterion �i�e� wrapper� tries to evaluate the good�
ness of a feature or feature subset by evaluating the
performance of the learning algorithm applied on the
selected subset� In other words� it is the same measure
on the performance of the applied learning algorithm�
For supervised learning� the primary goal of classi�
cation is to maximize predictive accuracy� therefore�
predictive accuracy is generally accepted and widely
used as the primary measure by researchers and prac�
titioners� While for unsupervised learning� there exist
a number of heuristic criteria for estimating the qual�
ity of clustering results� such as cluster compactness�
scatter separability� and maximum likelihood� Recent
reviews on developing dependent evaluation criteria
for unsupervised feature selection based on these cri�

teria can be found in �Tal��b� DB��� KSM����

��� Algorithms

Many feature selection algorithms exist� Using the
general model described earlier� we can regenerate
these existing algorithms by having proper combina�
tions for each component�

Exhaustive�complete approaches Focus ��� ��
applies an inconsistency measure and exhaustively
evaluates subsets starting from subsets with one fea�
ture �i�e�� sequential forward search�� Branch�and�
Bound ���� ��� evaluates estimated accuracy� and
ABB ���� checks an inconsistency measure that is
monotonic� Both start with a full feature set until
the preset bound cannot be maintained�

Heuristic approaches SFS �sequential forward
search� and SBS �sequential backward search� ���� 	�
�� can apply any of ve measures� DTM ��� is the sim�
plest version of a wrapper model � just learn a classier
once and use whatever features found in the classier�

Nondeterministic approaches LVF ���� and
LVW ���� randomly generate feature subsets but test
them di�erently
 LVF applies an inconsistency mea�
sure� LVW uses accuracy estimated by a classier� Ge�
netic Algorithms and Simulated Annealing are also
used in feature selection ���� ���� The former may
produce multiple subsets� the latter produces a single
subset�

Instance�based approaches Relief ��	� ��� is a
typical example for this category� There is no explicit
procedure for feature subset generation� Many small
data samples are sampled from the data� Features are
weighted according to their roles in di�erentiating in�
stances of di�erent classes for a data sample� Features
with higher weights can be selected�

� Feature Extraction

��� Concepts

Feature extraction is a process that extracts a set
of new features from the original features through
some functional mapping ��	�� Assuming there are
n features �or attributes� A�� A�� ���� An� after fea�
ture extraction� we have another set of new features
B�� B�� ���� Bm�m � n�� Bi � Fi�A�� A�� ���� An�� and
Fi is a mapping function� Intensive search is generally



required in nding good transformations� The goal
of feature extraction is to search for a minimum set
of new features via some transformation according to
some performance measure� The major research issues
can therefore be summarized as follows�

Performance Measure It investigates what is the
most suitable in evaluating extracted features� For
a task of classication� the data has class labels and
predictive accuracy might be used to determine what
is a set of extracted features� When it is of clustering�
the data does not have class labels and one has to
resort to other measures such as inter�cluster�intra�
cluster similarity� variance among data� etc�

Transformation It studies ways of mapping orig�
inal attributes to new features� Di�erent mappings
can be employed to extract features� In general� the
mappings can be categorized into linear or nonlinear
transformations� One could categorize transforma�
tions along two dimensions
 linear and labeled� lin�
ear and non�labeled� nonlinear and labeled� nonlinear
and non�labeled� Many data mining techniques can
be used in transformation such as EM� k�Means� k�
Medoids� Multi�layer Perceptrons� etc �����

Number of new features It surveys methods that
determine the minimum number of new features�
With our objective to create a minimum set of new
features� the real question is how many new features
can ensure that �the true nature� of the data remains
after transformation�

One can take advantage of data characteristics as
a critical constraint in selecting performance measure�
number of new features� and transformation� In ad�
dition to with�without class labels� data attributes
can be of various types
 continuous� nominal� binary�
mixed� Feature extraction can nd its many usages

dimensionality reduction for further processing �����
visualization ���� compound features used to booster
some data mining algorithms �����

��� Algorithms

The functional mapping can be realized in several
ways� We present here two exemplar algorithms to
illustrate how they treat di�erent aspects of feature
extraction�

A feedforward neural networks approach A
single hidden layer multilayer perceptron can be used
to to extract new features ����� The basic idea is to
use the hidden units as newly extracted features� The

predictive accuracy is estimated and used as the per�
formance measure� This entails that data should be
labeled with classes� The transformation from input
units to hidden units is non�linear� Two algorithms
are designed to construct a network with the minimum
number of hidden units and the minimum of connec�
tions between the input and hidden layers
 the net�
work construction algorithm parsimoniously adds one
more hidden unit to improve predictive accuracy� and
the network pruning algorithm generously removes re�
dundant connections between the input and hidden
layers if predictive accuracy does not deteriorate�

Principal Component Analysis PCA is a clas�
sic technique in which the original n attributes are
replaced by another set of m new features that are
formed from linear combinations of the original at�
tributes� The basic idea is straightforward
 to form
an m�dimensional projection �� � m � n � �� by
those linear combinations that maximize the sample
variance subject to being uncorrelated with all these
already selected linear combinations� Performance
measure is sample variance� the number of new fea�
tures� m� is determined by the m principal compo�
nents that capture the amount of variance subject to
a pre�determined threshold� and the transformation is
linear combination� PCA does not require that data
be labeled with classes� The search for m principal
components can be rephrased to nding m eigenvec�
tors associated with the m largest eigenvalues of the
covariance matrix of a data set �����

� Feature Construction

��� Concepts

Feature construction is a process that discovers
missing information about the relationships between
features and augments the space of features by infer�
ring or creating additional features ���� ��� ���� As�
suming there are n features A�� A�� ���� An� after fea�
ture construction� we may have additional m features
An��� An��� ���� An�m� All new constructed features
are dened in terms of original features� as such� no
inherently new informed is added through feature con�
struction� Feature construction attempts to increase
the expressive power of the original features� Usu�
ally� the dimensionality of the new feature set is ex�
panded and is bigger than that of the original feature
set� Intuitively� there could be exponentially many



combinations of original features� and not all combi�
nations are necessary and useful� Feature construction
aims to automatically transform the original represen�
tation space to a new one that can help better achieve
data mining objectives
 improved accuracy� easy com�
prehensibility� truthful clusters� revealing hidden pat�
terns� etc� Therefore� the major research issues of fea�
ture construction are the following four�

How to construct new features Various ap�
proaches can be categorized into four groups
 data�
driven� hypothesis�driven� knowledge�based� and hy�
brid ���� ���� The data�driven approach is to con�
struct new features based on analysis of the available
data by applying various operators� The hypothesis�
driven approach is to construct new features based on
the hypotheses generated previously� The knowledge�
based is to construct new features applying existing
knowledge and domain knowledge�

How to choose and design operators for feature
construction There are many operators for com�
bining features to form compound features ����� Con�
junction� disjunction and negation are commonly used
constructive operators for nominal features� Other
common operators are M �of�N and X�of�N �����
where M �of�N is true i� at least M out of N con�
ditions are true� and X�of�N X i� X of N condi�
tions are true� cartesian product ���� of two or more
nominal features� For numerical features� simple alge�
braic operators such as equivalence� inequality� addi�
tion� subtraction� multiplication� division� maximum�
minimum� average are often used to construct com�
pound features�

How to use operators to construct new features
e�ciently It is impossible to exhaustively explore
every possible operator� It is� thus� imperative to nd
intelligent methods that can avoid exhaustive search
and heuristically try potentially useful operators� This
line of research investigates the connections between
data mining tasks� data characteristics� and operators
that could be e�ective�

How to measure and select useful new features
Not all constructed features are good ones� We have
to be selective� One option is to handle the selec�
tion part by applying feature selection techniques to
remove redundant and irrelevant features� When the
number of features is very large� it is sensible to make
decision while a new compound feature is generated to
avoid too many features� This would require an e�ec�
tive measure to evaluate a new feature and provide an

indicator� Researchers are investigating various mea�
sures that are not computationally expensive� Some
examples are measures of consistency� distance as used
in feature selection �����

��� Algorithms

Feature construction can be realized in several
ways� We show here two exemplar algorithms to il�
lustrate how new features are constructed and built
into an induction model� Many examples can be found
in �����

Greedy search for use in decision tree nodes A
straightforward algorithm is to use a greedy search� In
case of a decision tree induction� the algorithm gener�
ates at each decision node one new feature based on
both original features and those already constructed
and select the best one� To construct a new feature�
the algorithm performs a greedy search in the instance
space using a prespecied set of constructive opera�
tors� The search starts from an empty set� At each
search step� it either adds one possible feature�value
pair or deletes one possible feature�value pair in a sys�
tematic manner� An evaluation function that takes
both class entropy and model complexity into account
can be used� Optimal M �of�N and X�of�N can be
found in this manner ����� A variant of this which is
useful for numeric attributes is to search for the best
linear discriminant function ��� and its extension to
functional trees �����

Genetic algorithm for use in wrapper mode
Genetic algorithms are adaptive search techniques for
evolutional optimization� Each individual is evaluated
based on its overall tness to the given application do�
main� New individuals are constructed from their par�
ents by two operators
 mutation and crossover� as well
as copy� An individual is represented by a variable�
length nested list structure comprising a set of origi�
nal and compound features� For continuous features�
we can use a set of arithmetic operators such as ��
� �� �� One good application is image classication
�eye detection in pictures� ���� in which both feature
construction and feature selection are interleaved and
C��	 is used to return a tness value�

� Conclusions

Feature extraction and construction are the vari�
ants of feature transformation through which a new



set of features is created� Feature construction often
expands the feature space� whereas feature extraction
usually reduces the feature space� Feature transfor�
mation and feature selection are not two totally inde�
pendent issues� They can be viewed as two sides of
the representation problem� We can consider features
as a representation language� In some cases where
this language contains more features than necessary�
feature selection helps simplify the language� in other
cases where this language is not su�cient to describe
the problem� feature construction help enrich the lan�
guage by constructing compound features� The use of
feature selection� extraction and construction depends
on the purpose for simpler concept description or for
better data mining task performance�

Despite of recent advancement of feature selection�
extraction and construction� much work is needed to
unify this currently still diversied eld� Many types
of data exist in practice� Boolean� nominal� and nu�
merical types are popular� but others like structural�
relational� temporal should also receive our equal at�
tention in data mining applications of real world prob�
lems� Feature selection� extraction and construction
are key techniques in answering the pressing needs for
data mining� These techniques can help reduce data
for mining or learning tasks and enable those mining
algorithms� which were unable to mine� to mine�
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